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THE ELECIRONIC STRU~ OF

CONDENSEDMOLECULAR SYSTEMS

Richad IAM

Los Ahrnos National Lakmtow
bS AhUllOS, NM 87545

INTRODUCTION

Fundamcntd to almost all discussions of moleculsr \ysums at h.lghdensities is h assump-
tion !.hatthe system consis~ of moltcular units, witi W electrons tightly tm.md to a specific
molecule and whose intermolecular inlcract.ionscan be described, al leas 10first order, by a pair
ptential, Hem we present a quick overview of k electronic SIIUcturcof ksc insulating sys-
rerns, willt an c.mphaaison wh.alwe know abou~ k *es i.rbducul in W molecules as they
MCcomprmsed to high dcnsides and tmw those changes may affca the physical and chemical
properties of W ❑olecular system.

II is useful to distinguish -n CIUSCSof I.nsuht.orsbased on how tlw electrons me dl.-
tributcd, In covuknr crymls, there Is considerable electronic density in W iruem.hial rcgionj,
ss in a metal, but these htcmth.iel ckx.ronic dlsuibutkms uc gam’ally locallzd in qxcillc pre-
ferred dircctlons, forming bonds between the Uoms. An cxwnple of this Cm of material is dia.
mend, which has a band fiap of 5,5 eV, and whom vtinm elccuons arc localizd in the four
dlmctbns of the tctlmkdmn formed by W neamti nclghbor -n atoms. Mo/ecul~’rcystems,
Whkh u)clude rare.gu sollds, arc umsldcrably different. Hem, the ekarons AI’Ctdgtdy bcaJi7,cd

alxml mcir pent nuclei, wilh wry Mt.k clectronlc density In the lntcmtidal regions. The final
~Jaascunsisl.sof kmfc gystcms, which m slmlh,r to molecular systems except LhalI.hcsyslcms
Coxisl of -cd -r M wut.ml specie:, IIK proprrdcs of Ionic systems arc dominated
by clcctrmt.dc fntcwtlons, which pley a much less I.mptant role In molecular sysiems, Of
coume, these the cugorics arc not precise, and orK can have, for hsunce, “covs.lent”cha.rac.
ter txtwccn molecules in lonJc sytitms, etc. Here we shall wwcntmte our dlscwion on molec-
ular ~ystr.ms,In pmlcu.hr 011the rm-gsJ solids (M prototypes of more c.ompllcmd systems)
and on systems with small rnolcmkc,

Much of t.hc lntcm$t In molcc.ulwLrwJMorsat h,lghdensities has ccmcerncdWr wsfor.
matlon to metallic Mavlor, For LIWram gas systems, metdllzadon Is rcucmab!y WC]]under.
Stcxldal OWlning through t chum of W band gap,1 Met.all.lzatlonIn molecular systems Is
mom complicated, u there seem to W two pubs mcml.lhdon can UC, Ekhcr W molecular
uol.idmay kself &oomc mctsUk,2 with tlw core untes as molcculu ions, or, mcm.lllzst.lonoccurs
rhrough dlsmcklon to atoms,J We shall not discuss mctalliz.atlonin demll Mc, ss II Is the
focus of snother papr In Ihls proc.cdlr,gs,’
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some light on these questions, the mo,l imponant of which involve measurements of the elec-
tronic spectra. ‘l%ereare two types of elwtronic transitions that can occw, fhm occupied levels
to levels below the conduction band, so-called exciton transitions; and transitions to the conduc-
tion band.6- Measurements of these transition energies tell us something about level shifting
and broadening. For molecular systems, we also can measure th+ vibmtional frequency shi f~s
If there is a softening of a molecular mock, it may indicate that there is a change in bonding,
though interpretation of such a softening ISnot always clear,

Changes in the electronic structure of constituent molecules can play an imponant role in
the physics and chemistry of molecular systems at high pressure. There has been, for instarwc,a
long controversy about the role of many-body forces in determining the equation of state of
molecular systems. There is considerable evidence that at high densities, potentials based on the

* As we shali discuss herein,interaction between gas-phase molecules are no longer reliable,
compression of the molecular electronic density in a high-density solid can seemingly account
for a large part of the many-body mntributions.9 The change in molecular electronic density at
high pressures canno! be describd by adding 3-body and higher terms; the changes depend on
the total crystal symmetry.

In Section II, we shall summarize some of what is known about the electronic suucture of
ram-gas systems at densities far from metallization. We shali discuss experim,mtal a~d themcti-
cal rtsults for band gaps, elecmmic spectra etc. We shall also present a simple method to give
the perturbative changes in the ground-state electronic structure of closed-shell systems, as WCII
as the results of calculations with this method on Ar. In Section III, molecular systems will b:
discussed. We shall limit our discussion to a few linear diatomics, for which some data and
theo~ exist.

ELECTRONIC STRUC17JREOF RARE-GAS SOLIDS

In this section, we review some basic propeties of the electronic properties of the rare-gin
solids, We do not attempt to give a mmprchensivc review, since a variety of ,wiew articles iirc
available in the literature,>’ In the first par!! we discuss some low pressure experimental and
dworetical msuits for the band gap and exciton energies. In the second pan, we discuss an
approach to the calculation of the electronic struchut of molecular systems that yields molecular
electmrtic densities for crystalline systems as a perturbation of the gas-phase elcctmnic suucturl~,

Wc begin our discussion of the mm gases with a prototypical example, argm In Fig 1,
wc prcsm-u● schematic view of i~$ekctmnic stntctum, The upper atomic states of argon air
shown on the left of this figurtt The 3s and 3p levels arc cornplctclyoccupied, and tic lo~’tst
unoccupied level is the 4s, We leave off other, higher.energy, unoccupied Icvcls for ciarity,
‘he cnerg to remove an electron from the 3p state to the vacuum is the ionization energy,

{1S,76 eV. 0 If the argon atoms are then placed in a solid, the levels broaden into bands, as
shown schematically in Fig. 1, Band-sbucturc calculations indicate the width of the 3p band is
on the order of 1 et’. ” The width of the band indicates that there is overiap between p -orbitals
on neighboring moms, though the bonding in this systcm is stiil quilt Iocaiizcd, The bnnd giIp
represents the energy ncctssmy to move &nclcctmn from the 3p band to the bottom of the con-
duction band, This energy 7 (14,3 cV) is slightly less in argon t.lvan@c ionization energy, as
indicated ir~Table 1 and represented in Fig, 1 by the conduction band being below the vacuum
Icvcl, As wc shttli discuss hettinaftcr, it is not unrmonablc to associwc the iocalizcd cxcitm]
ttatc with the 4,v etomic state. In Table 1, wc give vaiucs for the gwphaisc ionization Polcntiid,
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the ekxronic stmxturc of argon as discussed in
detail in the text. On the left are the atomic levels. In the ground
state, these are tilled to the 3p level, The vacuum rcplesents ioniza-
tion. In the middle is the band picturt of the low-pressure solid and
on the right that of the metal.

kheband-gap, and the first exciton energy for the rare gases Ne + Xe. At the right of Fig. 1 we
show a sshematic picture of the band structure of argon metal, as sugqested by band-structure
calculations, The very narTowbands of the low pressure solid have broadened and shif?cduntil
tlwre is overlap of the upper 3p band with the conduction band. The metallic transition has
been estimated to occur at about 5.8 Mbar.1

The electronic abscnption spectra of the rare-gas solids consist of a series of bands duc to
exciton transitions and abve these a broad s ctrum due to band-to-band transitions. There arc
two limiting cases in the themy of excitons. Yt Fren&d excitons am those in which exciton wave
fimction is localized in a small region whose size is roughly that of the nearest neighbor dis-
tance. A Wunn/eAfoI/ exciton, on the other hand, is described as having a weakly interacting
electron-hole pair whh a large radus relative to h htuicc constant. It is perhaps instructive to
discuss the Wanrdcr-Mott exciton in more detail, ‘Ile energy of the exciton transition at the
band center is approximatelygiven by 7

where e, is the band gap and q is the Coulomb energy of the elemm-hole (e-h ) of the
discrete e~citon state n, The ~xtent of the exciton wave functions is assumed to be large com-
pared to the lattice constant and the e-h pair is then assumed to not feel the atorn’ic.likennturc
of the solid, but mther a continuum. The problcm then bewmes similar to that of a hydrogen
atom with thu h Coulomb interaction replaced by -e ‘/q r, whm ~ is the dielectric constant
of the medium. ‘f’hn & e-h enwgy Is given by

E:
q 89 -—

n2
(n=l,2,,,,),
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“Ex~rimental values of k ionization potential (E,; Reference
10) the band gap (J?Z8;Reference 7), and the first exciton energy
(J5x;Reference 13 for Ne, Reference 14 for Ar and Reference 15
for Kr and Xc). All energies are in eV,

where the e-h binding energy and the effective Bohr radius URam given by a mscaled H atom:

Here RH and a/f are the binding energy and Bohr radius for the H atom, mspcctive!y,m. is the
fnx-e!ectron mass, and p-l = m,-l + rn~’ is the reduced mass of the effective masses of the
electron and hole. Thus, for Wannier-Mott excitons, where aB is much greater than the lattice
constant, we expect that the series of levels should be hydrogenic and be proportional to I/n2.
The picture of a FmnkeI excitou on the other hand, is that of an excited atom at a given lattice
site and is applicable only if the exciton wave function is localizd in the unit cell about the hole
and if it preserves the mential features of the atomic state from which it is derived. We shall
not den-;: the equations for a Frerdcelexciton here, but will point out tiat the procedure is based
on fmdmg penurbations to the free-atom wave functions due to long-range dipolar interactions,
A p!ot of the exciton energies vemus l/n2 for the ram-gas solids, as iliustmtcd in Fig, 2, indi-
cates that for n 22, the excitons can be described as Wannier-Mott type. The n =1 excitom,
however, seem to be best described as intennedi@ebetween .!le Frcniceland Wa.mier-Mott pic-
turts,s The n=l exciton e~rgies are fairly close to the Wmic transition energ:es np +(n +1 )S
~ig, 2). In fact, then is a reasonably cio?e correspondence for all of the ‘xcitons to their
atomic counterparts in Nc, though for the heavier rare gases that contspondence is ha good, 1;
thus seems reasonable to closely associate, at least for n =1, exciton transitions ii! the solid rare
gases with the corresponding atomic transition!.s,If wc take that view, then in Fig, 1 we sec that
the lowest exciton in argon involves the excitation between the occupied 3p state am.fthe uno:-

2 s 1 There are two possibilities fcr thatcupied 4s state, ~ving a valence configurationof 3S 3p 4$,
Nate, a singlet P, with the electron spins of the partially occupied orbitals being opposite in
sign, and the triplet 3P, with the spins being parallel, The spin-orbit coupling leads to a small
energy difference between the two states, as shown in Fi , 2, Mom detailed descriptions of the
cxciton states in the rare-gas solids am given elaewherc,%“ It is unfortunate, but because of the
large ener ies associated with these transitions, and because the diamond band edge is between 3

!and 5 eV, 6 high-pmuwre diamond-anvilSC4 absorption experiments cannot easily be done on
these systems. OnJy at very high pressumG,where the band edge of the transitions drop below
that of diamond, am 8ing1e@totonexperiments possible, For example, absorption experiments
have been qxxted for *lid xenon, which Oasthe lowest energy transitions, only for pressures
above about 30 CIPa17

‘I’hetheoretical caiculadons of the electronic utructureof the rare-gas solids have had both
successes and faihmes,s*6In general, all of the modem band-structure methods yield reasonably

10 These technique~gcnendly fail, however, to give values forrdiablc qu ations of state (MIS),
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Experimental electro~c excitation energies for the
rare gases versus I/n ‘, as described in the text. The
circles are from the solid and the X’s am from the
gas-phase. The gas-phase data is tim Reference 10
and the exciton data is as reported in Table II.

the zero-pressure band gap that are at all close to experiment.‘*6 For example, estim~tes of the
band gap in argon range from about 8.3 to 18,5 eV. depending on the method.1’11*There are a
number of problems in calculating excited states associated with the c!msity-functional band-
structure techniques, including relaxation effects in the exciwd state. The most important of
these effects, however, seems to be the inadequate treatment of tne self-interaction energies,
which are larger in the more tightly bound ground states than in the excited, conduction states,
Recent advances in treating these self energks may lead to more reliable calculations.19 There
have been a large number of theoretical studies of the excitow in these systems, a review of
which is available,s

While tlw band-abucture techniques have been successful in determining the electronic
energy and (to a certain extent) the excitation spectrum of rare-gas solids, they do not easily
yield ir!!onnation that can lead to an improved understanding of the interactions between atoms
in a higldy condensed solid, A knowledge of these lntcrmohmlar interactions, md how they
change with density, are ncccssafy if one wants to do @narnical calculations. In the next part of
rhis section wc htroduce a model that yields the changes in atomic density as a fimctionof pr:s-
Iure, which in turn can be used to emrnirw how the intermolecular interactionschange

‘m Qyluak?muhuim w

Most of the theoretical calcuhidons on the electronic structure r f the ram-gas solids have
started from a band picttm A few years ago, however, we introduced sn qpoxirnate method
to calculate the change in electronic atntcturc of a molecule in a high-density solid from that in
the gas phasc,9 The princip)e assumptions Wind this method were: 1) the electms In a molcc”
tdar crystal w tightiy bound to their molecttk sites; 2) the effects of the crystal cnvimnment on
the clectrrmlc ground- and excited-states can be tinted as a pmwbation on the fme-rnoleculm
states. We implement these approximations by performing Hartree-Fock [ alculutionc on a
molecule in ● crystal field calculated with local-density functional, The advantage to this
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crystal wave fimti-ona can be used to determine interactionpotentials which can be then used in

the calculation of crystal properties. A more detailed description of the model is given else-
where.

We consider the Hamiltonian for a chosen moleeule m in a crystal as a sum of the usual
gas-phase molecular Hamiltonian HO and a crystal potential term V(?), i.e. H. = H. + V(?).
The crystal potential is defined as

v@’) = VTFD[pT] - VTFD [h 1 r (1)

where the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac crystal potential, VWD, is given by the functional-derivativeof
the energy of a non-interacting electron-gas, E[p),20

{
E[f)] =j& c@5*-

}
C=P4n+ E. [PI + P@[P] t

which yie!ds,

(2)

(3)

The tezms in Eq. (3) nprcsent the kinetic, exchange, comlation, and Coulomb potentials,
respectively. The constants C&= (3/10)(37?)m and C= = (3/4)(3/Ir)ln are the usual constants for

20 In our applications,the non-interacting electron-gas kinetic and exchange density functional.
we used a correlational potential, E’c, derived from the correlational-energy functional, EC, of
Gordon and Kim,22 pr in Eq. (1) is me total electronic density of the system given by a sum
over the molecules in the system

where pi is the utondc electronic density of molecule f. pmin Eq, (1) is tie density of tic
chosen molecule. TM perturbation term is added to the molecular Hartree-Fock Hsmiltonian
and the crystal wave function determined with standard Hartrec-Focktechniques.

Application of this model to solid fcc argon allows for a great simplificationin the calcula-
tions, By expanding the cgmtal potential, Vm, in the Kubic Harmonics,23%Csee that only the
spherically symmetric first term couples to the s and p states of argon. Thus, the perturbation
integrals in the Hann?c-Fock cdmlations of the argon wave functions depend only on r, The
computational procedure is straigtwforward. For a given volume, we calculate the crystal poten-
tial by evaluating the expressions in Eqs, (1-4) with gas-phase electronic densities for the iirgon
atoms. After determining the spherically-symmetricterm in the Kubic Harmonic expansion, wc
determine a new wave function with a Hartree-Fock calculation that includes the crystal poten-
tial This yields a mw a~mic wave ft.mction,from which, at the same volume, ~ new ctystal
potemial can be fo~ d. This pmerdure is applied iteratively until convergence is reached (no
more than two times), giving the crystal-atomic wave fhnction for that volume, Note fhat t.hc
procedure as described here diffcm somewhat from that described in our first paper,9

?l)e output from the above -LI~ is the atomi~ wave function fmm which onc can
obtain the perturbed stomic electron density. This clectmn dcnsity can then be used to detem inc
the intemctions between the atoms with the use of’ U.? GordomKim (GK) electron-gm
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Vij ‘E[~i + ~jl-~[pi]-~[pjl 9 (5)

where c’[p] is the elecmm-gas energy of Eq. (2), and pi is the electronic density of molecule i.
To correct for a vtiety of problems, such as the exchange self-energy, the electron gas terms in
Eq. 2 (kinetic, exchange, and correlation) am multiplied by numerical mrection factors that
depend only on the number of electrons.u Short-range potentials calculated with the GK model
shsw very good agreement with experiment, especially when the ease of the ~alculationsis taken
into account ‘z Application to uncharged species requires addition of the long-range disper-

Z It is also possible to uscsion terms, which we modify with a damping function at shon-range.
the GK method to evaluate many-body short-rangecontributions to the lattice energy.26 Given
the converged crystal wave function for a given volume, the lattice energy can then be deter-

- mined with potentials derived with the GK model. The pm.sure is then found as P = -&5 /W.
Details of the !attice calculations are ~ven elsewhere.9

In Fig. 3, we show W mean-squam radius (O~ln) as a function of density for solid
argon. As is clear from that pictm, the extent of the argon atoms in the crystal decreases with
increasing density. The driving force for this compression is the reduction in the intermolecular
interactions balanced by the gain in the atomic self energy due to increased electron-electron
repulsion. Of course, if the size of the constituent atoms decreases, then, at a given pressure, the
volume of the system can decrease. This can be clearly seen in Fig. 4, where we have plotted
the experimental pressute-volume cwwefor argon at room temperature 27along with two theoret-
ical curves. The dashed curve was determined at O K with a GK potential based on gas-phase
argon atomic densities; the solid cwwe is fim similar calculations but wi?h the crystal atomic
wave functions. Note that we see a softening of about 2% in the volume at high pressures with
the use of the crystal-atomic wave fimction, bringing the theoretical curve into much better
agreement with experiment. Recent work by Barker et al.a indicates that including th!s volume
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Fig. 3 Mean-squtut radius of the crystal-atomic wave func-
tion as a function of density for solid argon. The
pressure range of the this figure is about 2-80 GPa,
The gas-phase value is 5,102 bohr.
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Fig. 4 Volume versus pressure for solid argon, ‘!”hecircles
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tim a theoretical calculation with a pair potential,
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correction to the pressure-volume cuwe calculated with a highly accurate U6 inifio potential
leads to quite good agreement with the high-pressure EOS An analysis of the various many-
body contributions to the argon and xenon equations of state is in preparation29

If we assume rhat the exciton states are atomic like, then it is also possible to calculate the
exciton spectra with this mdhod. As shown in Fig. 5, we get reasonable agmemcnt with the
experimental n =1 excitons for argon. Much of the cn’or in our calctdadons probably stems !%om
the use of Hartme-l%ck calculations for the atom, since rm electron conflation is included, As
pres$d= is increased, we see an increase in the exciton energy due to increased interactions of
the more diffbse excited state with the rest of the crystal. We have calculated the mean-squivt
,adius of the excited-state wave function and can mmpare it to the lattice mnstant, We tind that
at zem pressure the ratio between h mean square radius of the 4s electron wave function and
the nearest ~ighbor distance (cr%ln/& ) is about 0.8 at zero pressure. The conwponding
ratio for the gmmd state wave fimdon is about 0.7. Note that the excited state is still within
the first neighbor shell at zero pressure, indicating that a penurbed-atom approach is reasonable.
If we assume the radii of the excite-state orbitala scales with n as in Wannier-Mott theory, then
for the n=2 exciton, <r% ’n/uM = 3.2, which includes the first nine neighbor shells. By pres-
sures of about 50 GPa, we 6nd ht the ratio for the n-l state has increased to about 1,2.

The picture that emerges with this model for changes inducal in molecular electronic den-
sities at high densities is a simple one; the atoms and molecules themselves compress to lower
their interactkm with their neighbm This Idea is not new. It is well known, for instance, that
anions in ionic crystals reduce in size due to the electmatatic interactions.~ Early models of
atoms tu high pressures, namely atoms in hard, spherical boxes,w ahcwed dmilar tmds, as did a
calculation of hydrogen in a spheroidal box,31 We should point out that tliis molecular compres-
sion is a true many-body cffecc it depnda on the full crystal symmetry and cannot be estimatrd
as a sum of 3-body, 4-body etc. terms.
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ELECf’RONIC STRU(X’UREOF MOLECULARSOLIDS

while our wxlershut.dingof lhc clectrorjc suucturc of me-gas sdlds is considerable, we
know much less atmut the electronic properties of condensed molecular systems. In this section,
we h review the Lheorctical approacks that have been I.&n to calculak the ekm.ronic struc-
ture of simple mokuka.r crywals. We then shall review some of the experimental data on solid
02, 12,C2H2,and N2, which &w different types of changes in electronic structure at high prcs-
Sures.

Before wc go cmto discuss molecular solids, let us tirst review the elecuonic suucture of
isolated molcmles. In Fig. 6, we show a tchcmat-icview of how the momular orbitals are
related to the atcmic levels for a simple, tlrsl-mw, homonuclcar diatomic molecule. The atomic
1s orbitals arc not shown. The 2s orbitals hybridize to form boding and antibonding orbimls,
designated in Fig. 6 as 2CJand 2cP, mqxctive]y. The six atomic 2p orbitals (tie on each
atom) can combine in two ways. OIWset, pointing along the molecular bond, will form a pair
of u orbitals (33 and 3u* ) and the others will form two degenerate SeLSof orbit-als, the in and
1x* orbitals. The % orbitals arise from t.k combination of p orbitals lying perpendicular to the
hnd; k degeneracy arises from the cquivakru of the orthogonal directions. Each of these
orbitals can have two ekctrons of ~sitc spin. From W simple picture, we can understand
the relative stability of IJWdiatomic mol%uks. F-h nitrogen atom contibuus five valence

#’
electron, vhg a total of un. Adding thcw electrons co k ❑olecular orbit.alsgives a 2c?,
2@2, 3 , and In’ cmdlguration (the numerical su~rscript indicates the OccI.Ipancy).l%e 202
and 20’2 taken together do nut add to the binding of the molecules, w N2 k considered to have
a rrfple txmd consisting of a U and two Z trends. In&d, nitrogen has * sumgest known
them ical bond. Oxygen has two dditional elccuons. Tlwsc musl go into the urdlllcd 1K* orbi-
cals,giving a net bonding of order two, with each n’ electron roughly canceling the binding of a
z electron. To minimize Pauli repulsion, LIWtwo electrons will have the same spin ~~d therefore
mus? be in different X* orbitals. Titus, 02 has a net magnetic moment. F2 has two mom elec-
trcms in the 1%*ofiitals, arKIthus a boml order of one and a closed-shell wnfigura[ion. 12has
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The calculation of the electronic structure of isolated molecules is a thriving industry, 32
and we shall not deal with it here. Suffice it to say that the main problems facing the quantum
chemist have to do with the cakukdon of the electron correlation energy. Standard quantum
chemical techniques involve using the Hartree-Fock approach which has no correlation energy.
The addition of configuration interactions lead to better results, but are very complicated and
computer intensive+ Density-fimctionalmethods, which usc an acctmatecorrelational density
functional, have met with some success when applied to molecular systems.33

There have been relatively few calculations of the electmnjc stmcture of molecular solids.
One approach has been to use standard quantum chemical techniques to study a cluster of
molecules arranged as in a c~stal lattice. These studies are limited by edge effects, unless the
cluster is quite large.34 Starxlard density-fhnctionii techniques, such as those used to study
covalent solids, can be used to study molecular systems. As far as we know, however, only for
hydrogen 3’3sand n.itmgen36have accurate calculations been made with these techniques on the
molecular solids. The principle uncertainty in the application of the local-density-functional
schemes is the extent to which the local-density approximationdescribes solids that range fmm
separated, strongly bound molecules to monatomic solids. Because of computational
difficulties, the density-fimctional calculations am probably limited to structures with small
numbers of molecules per unit cell. Anotir approach has been to use Hartree-Fock theory wi”h

37 Finid]y, standard quantumsymmetry-adapted Bloch orbitals to examine the exciton structure.
chemical procedures have been modified for treating molecular solids. In the method introduced
by O’Shea and Santry,38 a penurbation expansion is developed in which the isolated molecule
corresponds to the zenx.h-order term and the intermolecular interactions am included as higher
order perturbations. Their tedmiques have been applied to solid HF and HCl by Andemon and
Santry,39where the change in molecular dipole and quadruple moments in the solid were stu-
died. They found KNJghlya 20% change in those quantities. Their method, being a perturbation

2p

30”

2p

3cJ

2(T*

2s~”2s
2CJ

Fig. 6 Schematic diagtam of the valence molecular orbitals
for a second-row, homonuclear, diatomic molecule,
The closely-spacedlines for the n states indicate~that
they am dege. wate.



mat mm not aepena on a PmurDauon expansion ana mcluaes au many+may mteractloms. ‘Ixe
system is divided into subcells and the crystal molecular orbhal is made up of otionormalixd
subceU orbhals. The total crystal energy can then be partitioned into the subcell contributions.
‘he subdl energy is written as a lattice sum over terms that depend on the intercell overlap
integrals. Her method seems to be computationally quick, at least for limited basis sets. Shc
has applied 41her technique to solid molecular hydrogen and finds good agreement with experi-
mental and tlmr ‘.calPV curves at very high densities. Her approach, as rK)wdeveloped, does
rmt include any cmelational effects nor is applicable to open-shelledsystems.

wQ2aHi@l~

As noted above, ti unpaired, spin-aligned electrons in molxxdar Oz le~d to a magnetic
42 The low-temperaturemoment, which has important ramifications to the solid phase diagram. .

a phase, for example, owes its stability over the rhombohedral ~ structm to its antiferromag-
netic order.43 The orthorhombic 6 structm also seems to be stabilized in part by magnetic ord-
enng.” Finally, there is evidence that strongly suggests that significant internwfecufar covalent
bonding has developed between the 1x* orbitals an neighboring molecules in tie high-pressure
c structure’s Here, we shall concentrate on the evidence for intermolecularbonding.

At mom temperature and near 10 GPa, there are three solid stmctures in 02,M each of
which is colored. Near 9.6 GPa, the ~ structure transforms to the 5 structure, which in turn

transforms to e around 10 GPa, The transformation to the c suwture is accompanied with tk
beginnings of a very intense infrared signal from the Oz intramolecular vibration.’s The struc-
tures of the ~ and 6 phases have been determined,’s and they share features in common; they
consist of planes of 02 molecules with the molecules aligned perpendicular to the planes,
Analj’sis of powder x-ray work a Suggemsthat that planar rmcture is maintained in the highcr-
pressurt e structw Tk anisotropies in the optical spectra are consistent with this model. The
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CO1OIXin 02 arc in conm.st to other llght diatornlc molecules, such as nitrogen, wlich am tmn-
sparcn[ in the visible d ult.mvioletat sunilar pressures, Thus 02 prea.emsa good test case for
studying how clectromc states arc ~rturbcd at N@ pressures. To Lhatcd, Nicol mid Syasscn
reported ‘7 o@caJ-absorptkm datn for solid 02 in the mngc of 1,5-3.5 eV over a pressure mnge
up to 40 CIPa. In Fig, 7 we ahow IJ< absorptlcmspcctta fcr lJghIpropagating perpendicular 10
the Q plains in the ~ atmcturc. These am dominated by a band tiat muves fmm the uv through
the visible wkh increasing pressure, Nicol &ndSymsen assign this band co a transidon from a
lrc’ Ix* 2 configuration to a In] Ix@3 contlgumtion, L!Mlatter of which is mixed with cha-rg~-
Umsfer stmes.

In Fig, 8 wc show recent Infrared and Rarnan data by Agnew et al’5 of the 02 sWZhing
frequency in the e phase for a series of iamopic mixtures, The data shows a number of imeRsl-
ing k.aturcs, including a doubling of dw Uman bmd In ‘k02 due to ’60’80 impurities, The
pressure-dcpndcnce of W infmred and Man signals show opphe ~vjor LIWRamarIsig-
tMIshifL to higher frequency and the hfmrod to lower, The infmrcd Imprity signal, however,
tracks ve~ well witi W Raman shift, ‘IIMymalytid this dtu in terms of a model Lhallncor-
poratca a paltwiac tntcrwxim %twan nearest *ighlxr molecules wilhin W 02 planes, ‘I%cy
could account for dw frequency shifts ml intensities with this simple mock], and wem led to h
cuncluaion that very awng udaotroplc LntraplanarInurxtbna led 10 chains of oxygen pairs
~ dcm.aac in the Infrmcd frcquenclcs was mrlbuted to a weakening of h 02 bond, Onc
inteqxctadon that tlu explains bodl h lmge Incrmse ht intermolecularIntemctbns and the bond
weaken.lng h that there is s &ginning of cxwalcntbonding &twcen oxygen molecules, through
the overhp of the hnlf-fl.lledI%* orbiwls, ‘flw KNent of such lmnding =ms to be consls[cm
wfilhthe O@Cd-dWX@Oflda~o

The mewrc.rnenl of opdcal@sorptbn bands wkh pressure provides Infcmnation only
about the mladve spacing of the energy levels. ‘llus, cmr knowledge aboul dcm.llsof k
PTWUJWCL-ICclcctrm.lc stmcturc Is only in.terrcd. other meuurcmems, such as infrared and
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fig. 9 Schcmatlc representation of ti proposed 33 steps In
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Ramar. spcctroscapy, AISOdo not give direa in.formadonbout the local molecular charge dis[n-
buuons. As far as we know, W only expedmelltal tech.n.iquetiat will yield SUCHinformation i,
Mdssbauer apextroscopy,n l-nwt-dchthe efwgy levels of a nucleus are messurwl. Since Lhcsc
nuclear levels src influenced by their local cnvkonroen~ infomnat.lonabout du symmetry of thal
environment and UKlocal elccxmmicatmctum cs.nb obtsln:d. Un{oftunately,relatively few elc.
menu have isotopes that have the low-lying excited mt.es ussary for M5ssba~er spccwcw
copy, Of lhe simple molecular ayslcrns, only 12 csn bc :tudicd with this twhn.+uc. (Odvr

molecular solids, such M Sn.14,csn SISObe stwllcd with M(hbauer techdques ‘1) However,
iodine Is of considerable inle~ mostly kcause it undergoes a metallic ml,sition M rcladvely

low prcssurc,fl S1.nceMLksMuer cpecuos.copyprobes k electronic strucwc, It csn play an
Irnpmnt mlc h our undcrstding of the molecular Imulator-metsl tramklon, Hem, wc shall
briefly rcvlcw the suucmml md cmducdvily data for solid IZ, and tin shall discuss those
rcsuh In llgh of recent M5ssbaucr studlcs.

Before we discuss Iodlrw,however, let us flm[rdcw some aspects of Mdssb~ucrspccuos-
mpy.n Oa.m.rnarays emlttd whrn mdlomzdve nuclei In exchcd states decay can excltc other
stable nuclcl of the same speclcs, Lrtgmeml, however, Odurcaonsnt process csnnot be observed
due to the nuclear red.1, cxqt when IJMnuckl uc fixed Y‘Mn a lattice In a solld and the
nuclear mcol.1energy Is Icss dm my I.stticemodes, ‘llw probability of such Q recoil.free cvcnl
depends cmthe energy of the nuclear gamma my ad so the Mbssbaucr cflcct is rcstricwd to cer-
Ialn Isotopet with low-lying excited slaks, In Mdasbsuer spcclroscopy, a Mdssbaucr nucleus In
m cxcltcd sl.atcdecays, W the nuclear levels uc dcwfmhwd by dctccdng the absqxlon of t.hc



turn quantum number f >1/2, then the nucleus has a quadruple moment This nuclear quadru-
ple moment can the couple with the clectzic field of the surrounding charge distribution, which
can lead to a splitting of W M&sbauer spectrum. Since the nuclear qudrupole moment 1sfixed,
the quadruple splitting reflects the symmetry of the environment and the local electronic stnlc-
ture. For instance for 12, the Hamiltonian governing the quadnqmle interaction in the ground
(/=7/2) and excited (1*=5/2) rtatcs can be written can M written in terms of the pnnciplc axis
of the electric-field gradient V*Z, the asymmetry parameter of the electric-field gradlcm
q = (v=-vn)/v,,.and the nuclear quadruple momwtt eQ as

eQVzz
H=——

4/(/-1) [ 131: -/2 + +Tl(l; + 1?) , (6)

where 182,l:, and 1? art spin openitors.w The experimental M&hsbauerspectra can be fit wilh
ibis form and tie quadruple coupling constant eqV= and the ‘tsymmetryparameter q can be
determined.

Solid iodine Fig. 9) has an optical gap of about 1.35 eV at ambient pressures and becomes
‘2 A ~ries of x-ray studies,‘4sssindicate that there is no structuralmetallic at about 16 GPa.

transition at mctallization, i.e. iodine bccomcs a molecular metal. A transition fmm the
onhorhombic molecular phase to a M y=ntettd orthorhombic monatomic lattice is reported
fmm x-ray studies at about 21 GPa,s5 Rewnt x-ray studies report two transitions in the
monatomic-metailic state, ftom the body+mtmd orfhorhombicto a tetragonal lattice at about 45
GPa 56and fmm the tetmgonal to a face-centered cubic at about 55 GPa.s7 However, RamL~
experiments ‘o did not show conclusive y I.IEdisappearance of the intramolecular stretchil g !rc-
qucncy at pmssurcs to 21 GPa, though they did noti~ an unusual!y flat relationship between
vibrational frequency and pressure. Thus, the Raman data and the interpretation of Ux ,: ruy
data seem to be cxmradicto.y. The R&manexperiments u 20 GPa could be explained by a
~:c$cnologicsl model based on molccuhv iodine thatinciuded intermolcadar charge tramfcr

Recent Mtissbauer studies shed aomc light on the issue of the molecular verstls atomi~
chmacter,s3 Anelysis of he quadnqxde coupling constant and the asymmet~ parameter of the
clcctrjc field grttdiant su~ests that there is a change in clectrortic structure at the t ~ctallizntion
pressure (R 16 GPa) that involves the formation of zig-zag Iz ctudns (Fig, 9b), along which con-
duction occurs. X-ray data ‘s for the r lx and r 17distances in Fig. 9b is c.omsistcntwith this
picture. The Mthsbinter studies also see a change at about 24 (3Pa that seems to be the quasi

two-dimensional behavior shown in Fig, 9c, However, the evidence indicatefithat 12is the basic
structural unit at least up to 30 GPti, which seems to contradict tic x-ray studies, It is not possi-
ble to definitively reconcile the Mthmbaucrwith the x-ray results. It may have to do with the
tempcratutt of b phase line; the M6ssbaucr work was done at low tempcratunx (4 K) and the
x-ray work at room tcmpemturc,

SQlidcakbatliigtlhcs$um

So far we have seen two types of changes in the electronic structure of r olecular systems
at high densities, h solid Oa, the expdmental data suggests that them may M the &ginning of
covalent bonding ‘ctwccn t!! moleetdcs. Solid iodlnc becomes iImolecular metal, In this ser-
tion, we shall discuss a systcm that undc~oes a hlgh”prcssurcpolymerization reaction; aolld acc-
tylcne, C2H2.

AI arnbicnt pmssurcs, acetylene has two solid forms,w Below about 133 K II is
orthorhombic with space gmtp Cmcu and Is Isomorphicwith sol{dmolecular Iodktc, AI higher
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Fig. 10
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Structure of the u-b plane of the low-temperature
Cntca structure of acetylene,6’ The three-
dimensional stiucture is obtained by stacking such
planes at c/2, offset by b/2, The dashed lines indi-
cate the path originaLly su ested for polymcriza-

%don,61 Experiments suggest, however, that poly-
merization occurs in the b-c plane,

temperature&it is has the Pa 3 structure, Recently, we suggested 61that because of the similar-b
ties between the structure of solid acetylene arudthe diacetylenes,acetylene might be expected to
polymerize at high pressures with the same topochemical (i.e. no change in symmetry) mecham
ism aa the diacetylenes, The path we suggested is shown in Fig, 10, Our calculations, which
were at O K, involved the use of the Gordon-Kim model to determine the stNcture of the
orthonhotnbicphase as a function of prcssum, and simple bond.length nrguments to predict poly.
merization paths, Using a rule of thumb from the diacetylenes that mction occurs when the
C-C distance drops below 4 ~ , we showed that the r ~zdistance in Fig, 10 was not the
nearest intemnolecuk C-C distance and tit we would not expect the reaction to occur cleanly
in the u-b plsnc. The mmst neighbor carbons were in fact along the b+ pisne, We sug-
gested that a highly crosslhked product would be the likely reaction product, Subsquent to our
cslcuhtions, Aoki et al,” reported IJMo~wation of a polymerization km the ortho~ombic
phase at 3.3 OPa which is accanpanied with a color change from clear to deep ruby red,
Further experimental work m suggests thatthe reaction did not occur in the a-& plane, but
rather along the diagonal in the b- plane Qmpendicular to the paper in Fig, 10), If we exam.
ine the calculated Strttctule?’ we see that indeed the nearest neigh~r C atoms me involved in
the mction. h is interesting to note thatthatdistance is about 3.6 ~ at zero pressure ml zero
temperature ml has reduced to about 3,0 A at 4 OPa,

‘Ihe polymcrizadon of acetylene provides a relatively straightfonvard example of an impor-
tant clam of chemical reacdons at high pressures, ‘1’lwmart a number of advantages in thr
study of scx!tylenepolymerization rather thn, for example, CO, which is known to polymcrir.c
at about S (3Pa,” For one thing, acetylene forms an ordered solid, as opposed to the plastic cry.
stat stnxturc of CO, making the analysis of tk reaction mechanism easier, More importarwiy,
wc know much about polyacetyhe, and do rmt know the structure of polycarbonmonoxidc,
Thus, study of the details of acetylene should provide much insight into the genersi pmpmtics of



sQMN2at High IkswEia

Our last example of the effects of pressure on molecular electronic structures is solid nitrog-
en, which is probably the most studied of all molecular systems largely because it is chemically
inert. However, recent shock-wave experiments 6s and theoretical calculations 360tiindicate thal
nitrogen may dissociate at relatively low pressures, Indeed, the theoretical calculations suggcs[
that the dissociation pressure may be less than 100 GPa. However, experimental Raman data
shows strong peaks associated with the intramolecular stretch to over 130 GPa.67 The Raman
vibron peaks split into a number of lines as pressure is increased, indicating a phase transition,
The lowest frequency vibron levels off with increasing pressure md then begins to decrease. II
is unlikely, however, that this turn down in frequency shift due to electronic structure changes in
the material,a ‘flms, either the theory (acLnittedlyuncertain] is in error or there is a large
kinetic barrier to dissociation. TIM first study of this system that predicted a pressure dissocia-
tion compared the energies of a momtomic lattice calculated with band-suucture theory to those
of the molecular phase calculated with the Gordon-Kim model described eariier and found a
transkion at about 80 GPa to a simple-cubic monatomic Mtice.ti Because of mtrictions in the
bred-structure methods used complicated structures could not be studied, however, it was sug-
gested that a three-fol~ . nlinated, arsenic-like, stmture mi t be stable at lower pressures

3%”than simple cubic. The subsequent work of Martin and Needs, improved upon the early calcu”
lations by using the locddcnsity functional method for both the molecular and metallic phases,
and corisidered a number of distorted stmctms, Analysis of their results showed a batier of
about 1 eV/atom (= 12(U)0IUatom) along tk path they considered, with the minimum energy
conflgumtion a distorted arsenic-like structure, Because of restrictions in their method, they
could not examine solid N2 in detail in a known nitrogen crystal sttuc!urc, but had to usc the
structure of ~ oxygen, RemaAably, however, they found a transition at essentially the same
pressure (70 GFa) as the earlier work. A nice feature of their work is that they could monitor
the electronic density changes in a number of intcmncdiatestnJctures from the molecular to the
semimetallic arserdc-like pha”e. While there is uncertainty in the calculmions which makes
dc!irtitiveconclusions impossible, the high barrier to reaction (1 eV) can account for the dissoci-
ation not being obsctved at mm temperature.

SUMMARY

We have reviewed some cf the basic properties of the clcctrordc structure of condcnscd
molecular systems, For the rare-~as solids, wc concentrated our discussion on changes in the
groumi- and excited-state crysii-atomic wave WoruS as calculated with an approximate
theoretical method, Compression of these wave fhnctions leads to a softening of the equation of
state at high densities, which aec;msto account for much of the total mnny-body effccL$, This
compression is a tmc many-body effect and cannot be easily decomposable into a sum of 3+ody
and higher tl?fmS,

We reviewed the eleetmnlc properties of four molecular systems, each manifestingdiffcrcnl
behavior at high dcnsltirs, Because of a gcnerai lack of theory of the clcctrtmic structure of
molecular aohds, wc rcat.rictedourselves to a descriptive account, Solid oxygen, for instance,
accms to exhibit the beginnings of covaicnt bonding between the N orbhals on ndjaccn[
molecules in its e phase, N was a combination of optical.abswption data and infrared and
Raman spectroscopy that led 10 these wncluslons, lodlne is unlquc in that it becomes metallic
as a molccuhr crymi at prcasurcs easily obtainable cxpcrimcntaily, It is Inter,sdng that the x-
ray data, which indicatea a tmnaltion to a monatoml~lattice al 21 OPa, and the Mtissbaucr spw
tra, which implies that molecular character is retained to 30 UPa, arc In such disagreement, Tlw
next system discussed, aolld acctylcne, is a nlcc example of high.presmwePolymerizationand
study of this system should SW llght on the PO]ymcriz.ationof mom wmpllcnted :yoIcms,
Flnaily, wc briefly discuaaed the pmdlcted dimclatlon of aolld molecular nl;rogcn at high



molecular systems, itwould be nice to reconcile rhe ccmtr&iictory results, - --

Molecular systems show a very diverse range of behavior in their electronic structures at
high pressures, from metallization to chemistry. As of now, theory is lagging ve~ far behind
experiments in providing detailed clues to that behavior. The development of better methods for
Calcuhuingehxtronic Structures
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